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Abstract 
How does the saccadic movement system select a target when visual, auditory, and 
planned movement commands differ? How do retinal, head-centered, and motor error coor-
dinates interact during the selection process? Recent data on superior colliculus (SC) reveal 
a spreading wave of activation across buildup cells whose peak activity cova.ries with the em-
rent ga~e error. In contrast, the locus of peak activity remains constant at burst cells while 
their activity level decays with residual gaze error. A neural model answers these questions 
and simulates burst and buildup responses in visual, overlap, memory, and gap tasko. The 
model also simulates data on multimodal enha.ncement and suppression of activity in the 
deeper SC layers and suggests a functional role for NMDA receptors in this region. In partic-
ular, the model suggests how auditory and planned saccadic target positions become aligned 
ancl compete with visually reactive target positions to select a movement command. For 
this to occur, a transforrna.tion between auditory and planned heacl-centercd representations 
and a retinotopic target representation is learned. Burst cells in the model generate teaching 
signals to the spreading wave layer. Spreading waves are produced by corollary discharges 
that render planned and visually reactive targets dimensionally consistent and enable them 
to compete for attention to generate a movement cornrnand in motor error coordinates. 'l'hc 
attentional selection process also help;; to stabilize the rnap learning process. T'he model 
functionally interprets cdlo in the superior colliculus, frontal eye field, pa.rietal cortex, meo·· 
encephalic reticular formation, para.rneclian pontine reticular formation, and substantia nigra 
pars reticulata. 
KEYWORDS: Saccadcs, eye movement:;, :,;uperior colliculus, attention, learning, burst 
neurons, buildup neurons, parietal cortex, frontal eye Iiclcl:;, reticula.r formation, :,;ubstantia 
nigra 
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Saccades are ballistic eye movements that facilitate an animal's :ourviva.l in a rapidly 
changing environment. Saccadic eye movements include at least three types: visually reac-
tive, nmltimodal (e.g., auditorily cued), and planned. Visually reactive sa.ccades are reflexive 
movements generated by areas of rapid visual change. Auditory saccades direct the eyes to-
wards acoustic stimuli. Planned saccades move the eye to intended targets; they "direct the 
eye at objects selected beforehand from the visual environment" (Becker, 1989). Such eye 
movements can be made to targets which may or may not be visible when an eye movement 
begins. 
The sa,ec:adic system can execute a movement to a. planned target without being dis-
tra.cted by irrelevant reactive targets. However, when intense visual or auditory :otimuli 
appear, they can take precedence over a planned movement. How and where is the shared 
control between visually reactive, auditory, and planned sacca.des achieved? In particular, 
visual cues are registered in retinotopic coordinates, whereas auditory cues are registered 
in head-centered coordinates. How are these distinct coordinate syBtems merged so that a 
particular location can be selected as a saccadic target? Cl'his transformation must be learned 
in order to align the corresponding visual and auditory representations. 
The present article develops a. model of how these adaptive coordinate changes take 
place in the deeper layer:o of the superior colliculus (SC) and enable a :oaccadic movement 
target to be chosen there. The neural circuitry that supports this learning process simulates 
neurophysiological data. about the burst neurons (Munoz and Wurtz, 1995b; \A/aitunan el al., 
1991), also called T cells (Mo:ochovakis cl rd., 1988a), and the buildup or tectoreticulo (spinal) 
neurons (Munoz cl a!., 1991; Munoz and Wurtz, 1995b), also called X cells (lvloschovakis and 
Karabclas, 1985), that exist in the deeper SC layers. These simulations include the responses 
of both types of cello in visual, overlap, memory, a.ncl gap behavioral tasks (Munoz and Wurtz, 
1995a). The rnodel also provides a functional rationale for how multimoclal cells in these 
SC layers process inputs frorn converging unimodal pathways, and how these converging 
rnultirnodal inputs yield enhancernent or suppressive effects, clepencling on the inputs' relative 
locations (Stein and !Vkricleth, 1993). The model predicts that burst neuron outputs act as 
teaching :oignals to buildup neurons, and that these latter cello arc the postsynaptic site:o of 
associative learning along pathways from cortical auditory centers (Stein and Merideth, 1993) 
and the frontal eye fields (Schlag-Rcy, Schlag, and Dassonvillc, 1992). 'J'his hypothesi:,; is 
consistent with recent evidence showing the importance of NM DA receptors for multirnoclal 
integration in the deep layers of the cat superior colliculus (Binns and Salt, 1996). T'he 
model also sugge:;ts why, although the frontal eye iiclds excite SC cells which code a sirnilar 
nwvcrncnt and inhibit SC cells which code a different movement (Schlag-Rey cl o.l., 1992), 
there arc aclclitional adaptive rnechanisrns for the control or planned eye u1ovemcnt:o than 
those that enga.gc the SC (Deubel, 1995; Schiller and Sanclell, l98:J; SegraveB, 1992). 'l'hesc 
mechanisn1s arc rnoclcled in Gancar~ and Gro:osberg (1997). 
METHODS 
T'o set the stap;e for these a.na1yses, this section sunnnarizcs brain regions that converge 
onto the SC, which in turn projects to gaze control centers. Key SC neuron types arc then 
surveyed that influence saccadic control, and the rnodcl is introduced. 'l'hc Results sec-
tion shows how the model can control multimodal, planned, and visually reactive saccades 
through a process of SC map learning. 'l'he model functionally interprets known a.na.tom-
icaJ connections between cells in the superior colliculus, frontal eye f\elcl, parietal cortex, 
mesencephalic reticular formation, paramedian pontine reticular formation, and substantia 
nigra pars rcticulata. It is then used to simulate physiological data of SC burst and buildup 
. . . 
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neurons during a variety of behavioral tasks, and to shed light upon the following types of 
data. 
The Role of the Superior Colliculus in the Saccadic Eye Movement System 
Saccades are mediated by pontine and rnesencephalic burst circuits which arc usually 
controlled by the superior colliculus (Goldberg, Eggers, and Gouras, 1991). 'fhe superior 
colliculus generates a high frequency burst of activity preceding saccades. The discharge of 
neurons is related to changes in the eye position regardless of the initial position of the eye 
in the orbit (Sparks and Mays, 1990). The superior colliculus contaim topogra.phic maps, 
and the location of neurons in these rnaps codes motor error (Sparks and Mays, 1980; Sparks 
and Nelson, 1987). 
T'he deeper layers of the superior colliculus contain heterogeneous cell sizes and an in· 
termingling of cells and a.xons with a. large degree of overlap of dendritic fields (Grantyn, 
1988). These cells are direction- and amplitude-specific cells which contribute to populations 
that are broadly tuned. The sensory properties of these cells include multimoclal responses 
and large receptive fields (Stein and Meredith, 1993). 'They also exhibit rapidly habituating 
response to repetitive stimuli and sensitivity to dynamic stimuli. Since the deeper layers 
are those that are involved in eye movcrnent control, the rcrna.inder of this discus:oion will 
concentrate only on these layers of the superior colliculus. 
Many studies include chtta. suggesting tha.t the deeper layers of superior colliculus are 
involved in the control of visually reactive, auditory, and planned saccades (Jay and Sparks, 
1984, I 987a, I 987b, 1990; Powell and lla.tton, 1969; Sparks and Mays, 1981; Davson, 1990; 
Zamba.rbieri, Bcltra.rni, and VcrBino, 1995). 'I'he deeper layers receive afferent signa},; from 
both descending and ascending sources. 'I'he descending sources originate as ipsilateral 
projections frorn cortical visual, auditory, and somatosensory areas (Mcilwain, 1977; Schlag-· 
Rey, Schlag, and Dassonvillc, 1992; Stein and Mc)redith, 199il; Wurtz and Albano, 1980) and 
signal both sensory and motor information. 
Sensory Afferents 
By contrast with ascending visual input to superficial SC layers, ascending projection0 
to deeper sc: layers provide limited distribution of contralateral visual inputs from retina, 
the lateral geniculate nucleus, pretccturn, and superficial wperior collicnlns. Mnch heavier 
ascending inputs originate from contralateral a.nditory sources. 'I'hcsc somccs inclncle pro· 
jections fronr the periolivary regions of the superior olive, the nuclei of the t.ra.pezoiclal body, 
the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscns, and to a lesser extent, the external nucleus of 
the inferior colliculus (Eclwarclr;, Ginsburgh, Henkel, and Stein, 1979). 'fhc external nucleus 
of t.hc' inferior colliculus is irnplicat.ed in attention or arousal responses to audit.ory stimuli. 
All of these regions, whether cortical or subcortical, provide unimodal projections to the 
superior colliculus, and no exarnples of rnnltiscnsory projectionro have been reported. 
Motor Afferents 
Motor a.fferents arise from mmwrous, prirnarily ipsilateral, sources. The posterior pari-
etal cortex projection to the snperior colliculus is primarily to the deep internwdia.te layers. 
Cells frorn the lateral intraparietal area of posterior parietal cortex fire before saccades and 
indicate the intended amplitude and direction of eye rnovernent in motor coordinates ( Gna.dt 
and Andersen, 1988). Posterior parietal cortical projections are distributed in a relatively ho· 
mogeneous rnanner, with the exception of projections from area 7a., which possibly alternate 
with projections from the frontal eye Jields (Huerta. and Harting, 1986). 
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The cortical inputs to the superior colliculus also include heavy descending projections 
from the frontal eye field. Anterograde tracing from the frontal eye field demonstrates a 
predominant projection to intermittent patches in the deep regions of the intermediate gray 
layer. Physiological responses of neurons in the frontal eye Held genera.lly exhibit pre-saccadic 
or post-saccadic activity (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990). Presaccadic activity is generated in 
response to visually-guided or purposive saccade;;, and 54 percent of frontal eye field neurons 
are presaccadic. It is surmised (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990) that the frontal eye field sends 
a motor signal to the superior colliculus which specifics the coordinates of a saccade and a 
fixation signal involved in the maintenance and release of fixation. Through its projections to 
the caudate, the frontal eye field can also influence saccadic eye movements via the substantia 
nigra. 
Another important structure involved in the oculomotor systern is therefore the basal 
ganglia which include the caudate and substantia nigra. Most substantia nigra cells need the 
presence of a visual target to pause prior to eye movements (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 198:lb). 
Some of the cells depend on the state of fixation or presence of a memory trace to affect 
their activity (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983b ). Heavy inputs from substantia nigra pars retic-
ulata directly contact the majority of tectoreticulospinal neurons in discrete patches in the 
interrnediate layers of the superior colliculus (Graybiel, 1978). 
There is no proprioceptive feedback from extraocular muscle receptors to directly signal 
eye position to deeper layer neurons (Stein and Meredith, 199il). It is thought that such a 
signal is provided by corollary discharge from neurons extrinsic to the colliculus (Stein and 
Meredith, 199il). 
Efferents 
I•'our efFerent, pathways project from the superior colliculus. One pathway is ascending 
and reaches the thalamns, and one projects to the opposite superior colliculu;;. The descend-
ing efferent;; are involved in repositioning the eyes, head, limbs, and other peripheral sensory 
organs via a contralateral and an ipsilateral pathway. While a. majority of neuron;; without 
efferent projections arc unimodal (lvlcreclith and Stein, 1986), including projections from 
auditory center:-; (.Jay and Sparkii, 1981, 1987b, 1990; Zambarieri, Bclt,rami, and Versino, 
1995), nearly 75 percent of neuron;; with descending efferent. projections arc multi;;ensory. 
Efferent neuron;; of the superior colliculus convey motor command;; using widespread 
connections with neurons in other motor areas of the brain;;tem and ;;pinal cord (iVloschovakis, 
Karabelas, and High;;tein, 1988a). 'I\vo irnportant c.la:sscs of output cells are tectoreticula.r 
neurons and tectorc~ticulospina.l nemons. 'l'ectoreticular neurons project to the predorsal 
bundle (PDB) and to the abducens region and have medium-sized :somata which occupy the 
interrnediate gray layer, including the uppermost levels. 'I'ectoret.iculo;;pinal neuron;; project 
to the abducens region and the spinal cord and have large oornata which reside only in the 
deeper levels of the intennedia.te gray layer and below (Guitton, 1991). 
'J'he intenncdiate and deep layers of the superior colliculus project t.o the bra.instem, pro-
viding motor connnands to the region which controls eye movements (Sparks and Hartwich-
Young, 1989). 'I'he;;e brainstem region:-;, which include the paramedian pontine and mesen·· 
cephalic reticular fonna.tion, in turn contain neurons tha.t. produce important cornponents 
of a saccade. Burst cells produce the pulse component of saccades, and the prepo;;it.u;; ll\1-
cleus and the vestibular nuclear complex are part of the neural integrator which provides the 
step component. The nucleus prepositus hypoglossi projects back to deep collicular neurons 
(Stec:hison, Sa.int.-Cyr, and Spence, 1985). 'I'he burst cells provide direct input to the rnotor 
neurons which move the extraocular muscles (Hepp, llenn, Vilis, and Cohen, 1989). 'l'he 
gain of the saccadic system is also influenced by the cerebellum (Goldberg ct a!., 1991). 
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Figure 1. The neural activity of (a) a burst cell and (b) a buildup cell during a saccade. 
Each panel shows the individual rasters, the spike density profile, and the horizontal eye 
position trace. Reprinted with permission from Munoz and Wurtz (199Ga). 
Intrinsic Neurons in the Deeper Layers of the Superior Colliculus: Burst s 
and Spreading Waves 
Among the efferent, nemons of the ~;uperior colliculus that convey rnotor cornrnands to 
the brain stern and spinal cord, two distinct neural activity patterns can be found: a burst or 
a buildup of activity. During sacc:adcs, the peak nemal activity in a population of ;;accade-
related bur;;t neurons in superior colliculus rernains in a fixed position while the activity 
level rapidly increases imrnediately prior to eye rnovement. Then the activity peak decaye> 
a0 a function of the renmining gaze error (Waitzman, Ma, Optican, and Wnrt", 1991). In 
a buildup or tcctoreticulo(e>pinal) cell population, there i0 a c;low buildup of activity well 
in advance of the saccade. During the saccade, buildup cells exhibit a ;;pread of activation 
that rnovc0 acro00 Bites which code the current gaze error (Guitton, 1 992; Munoz, Guitton, 
P6lic;son, 1991). 
Intracellular e>taining studie0 of alert rnonkcys have been used to identify collicular 
neurons with presaccadic activity during spontaneous eye rnovementc; with a fixed head 
(Moschovakio ct a!., 1988b ). Saccade-related neurone> were identi!ied as cells shmving litt.lc 
spontaneous activity but an intense burst of activity before ;;pontaneous saccades (Figure la). 
Morphologically, these bure>t nenrons arc T cells as defined by Moschovakio cl a!. (1988a). 
Neurone> in the colliculus which displayed activity that ceae>ed at or ncar the end of 
a saccade were e>tudicd by Waitzrnan el a!. (1991 ). 'fhcse cells were found to produce 
prec;accadic discharges related to eye move•mcnt and in some casco to the pre~;ence of a visual 
target. The neuronal discharge of t.hcc;e cells was investigated in relation to changes in 
saccade amplitude and radial velocity. 'T'hc location of a cell in the colliculus wac; correlated 
to the arnplitucle of the eye rnovemcnt. 'l'he level of the cell's activity encoded the clifl'crcnce 
between the de:;irecl and current eye cli:;placernent throughout the e>accade. 'fhis difFerence is 
aloo known as the gaze motor error. 'fhcse burc;t neurons can be identified with T neurons 
defined by Mo~;chovakis et al. (1988a). 
Munoz el al. ( 1991) antidromically identified and studied neuron~; located in the inter· 
mediate and deep layers of the ;;upcrior colliculuo in alert cats. 'fhcse neurons were identified 
as tectorcticular or tectoreticuloc;pinal neurons. Because of the large amplitude of the ex-
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tracellularly recorded spike and short antidromic latencies (implying large diameter axons), 
these neurons were presumed to represent X cells described by l\!Joschovakis and Karabelas 
(1985). 
Munoz et al. (HJ91) described the movement-related discharges of two classes of these 
tectoreticulo(spinal) neurons (TR(S)N) in the intermediate and deep layers of the superior 
colliculus. Tectoreticulospinal neurons are organized in a retinotopically-cocled motor rnap. 
Fixation tectoreticulospinal neurons (fTRSN) are located within the foveal representation 
of the motor map. They reduced their rate of discharge during orienting gaze shifts and re-
sumed their sustained discharge when the target was fixated. Orientation tectoreticulospinal 
neuron;; ( oTRSN) are located outside of the region in the superior colliculus representing the 
fovea. They exhibited prolonged buildups followed by phasic motor bur;;ts immediately be-
fore the onset of gaze shifts in head-fixed and head-free cats (Figure lb ). Their discharge 
rate exhibited an incrcaoe before ga.ze shifts corresponding to the amplitude and direction of 
the cell's preferred movement. The timing of the burst relative to the onset of the ga.ze shift 
was shown to vary depending on the gaze shift arnplitude. Each tectoreticulospinal neuron 
reached its peak discharge rate when the instantaneous gaze motor error matched the cell's 
optimal vector. 
'I'hese observations sugge;;t that the activity of tectoreticulospinal neurons reflects t.he 
change in gaze motor error (Guitton and Munoz, 1985). At the start of a gaze shift, a. zone 
of activity was established at the collicular locus encoding the desired gaze displacement. 
As the gaze shift. proceeded, this zone of activation nroved continuously across the superior 
colliculus motor map to form a. spreading wave of activation that moves toward the rostral 
pole in such a way that the location of its forward edge covaries with the remaining ga.ze 
motor error. As the gaze shift terminated, the fixation tectoretic:ulospinal neurons a.t the 
rostral pole becarnc active. 
Munoz a.nd Wurtz (1993) characterized the discharge pattern of fixation cells. During 
sa.ccades, the tonically active fixation cells showed a. pause~ in their rate of firing. 'I'his pause 
always began before the onset of a saccade, and the cell re;;umcd firing before the encl of 
contraversive saccadcs. 
A Model of Multimodal Adaptive Saccadic Control 
'J'hc neural rnodcl presented in (.hi;; section, which was first reported in Roberts, Aguilar, 
Bullock, and Grossberg (HJ91), simulates one of the core processes that is proposed to control 
how visually reactive, auditory, and planned sacca.dcs are calibrated and coordinated. In so 
doing, the model gives a functional explanation for both the peak decay and wave-like activity 
patterns exhibited by burst and buildup cell;;, respectively. lt also explains why buildup cells, 
but not burst cells, show activation well in advance of pla.nnccl saccades. 
The model propo:;c;; the following ncnral mechanisms. Early in development, visual cues 
trigger saccades through a visually reactive saccadic system. 'flwse reactive movements arc 
not necessarily acc:unl.t:e at first. The rnodel proposes that visual error signals are caused by 
inaccurate foveations and trigger a learning process through which rnovernent gains change 
a.cla.ptively until a.ccura.tc fovca.t.ions of visually reactive movements are achieved (C:rossbcrg 
and Kuperstein, 1986/1989, Chapter:;). 'l'hesc visual error signals are registered in rctino-
topic coordinates and are converted into motor error signals before this learning process 
occurs in the ccrcbellurn (see below). The accuracy of auditory and planned saccacles io 
assurned to build upon t.he gains learned by the visually reactive system. For this to occur, 
a transformation between a bead-centered target representation to a. motor error target rep-
resentation needs to be learned. Recent, da.t.a (Gilrnore and Johnson, 1997) suggest that. this 
process is complete by 6 rnonths in hurna.n infants. Targets in rctinotopic and heacl··centerccl 
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coordinates are in this manner rendered dimensionally consistent so that they can compete 
for attention to generate a. movement command in motor error coordinates. As shown below, 
both stationary, decaying activity profiles (burst neurons) and spreading wave activity pro· 
files (buildup neurons) Me produced in a natural way as emergent properties of the circuits 
that enable this transformation. 
In particular, when auditory or planned movement vectors represent the same position as 
a visual target, then the former vectors learn how to map onto the SC motor error locations 
that represent visually reactive movement vectors. These various movement vectors can then 
compete among themselves when they do not a.grcc to select winning cells whose activity 
generates '' focus of attention. Competition also helps to stabilize the map learning process 
by suppressing all but the winning vectors, so that the learned map is not eroded by the 
massive flux of multiple possible target locations and their corresponding teaching ;;ignals. 
Retinotopic Visually Reactive Saccade System 
Initially, saccades a.rc executed reactively to targets defined by changing visual :oignals 
that are registered on the retina. These retinotopic signals map topographically in a natural 
way into a motor error map (Grossberg and Kupcrstein, 1986/1989, Chapter 3). These 
motor error signals activate map locations in the peak decay (PD) layer (Figure 2a) of burst 
cells which, in turn, topographically excite the spreading wave (SW) layer of buildup cell;;. 
'I'he term spreading wave will be used hereafter as a mnemonic to designate the spreading 
activity that occurs at lmildup cells. 'I'he reactive target coordinates at PD and SW cells are 
thus consistent with the motor error coordinates that arc coded in collicular maps (Da.vson, 
1990). 
'I'he locus of activ<ttion in such a motor error map codes the direction and amplitude 
(or length) of a saccadic movement. Such an encoding i;; not the same thing, however, as 
generating an accurately calibrated saccade; sec for example, Stanford ei al. (1996), Stanford 
<mel Sparks (19~!4), and White cl, al. (1994). For this to happen, :oeveral other processes need 
to occur. For one, the motor error signal is converted frorn the spatial coordinate systern of 
the collicular map to a temporal code which specifies the firing rate of cells in the saccade 
generator (Gros:oberg and Kuperstein, I 986/1989, Chapter 7; Robinson, 197~l). Although 
both PD and SW cells play a role in generating :oa.ccadic: outputs (sec 'fable 1), only the SW 
output will be explicitly modeled here, for sirnplicity. 
'I'his spatial to temporal conversion is calibrated through a. sidepa.th containing an adap-
tive gain stage. Early in development, if retinal error exists after a vi;;ually reactive saccade, 
the error is used to rnodify an a.daptively weighted connection to the a.cla.ptive gain stage, 
whose a.na.t.omy and nenrophysiology model aspects of cerebellar learning (Fiala., Grossberg, 
and Bullock, 1996; Ito, 1984; Gro;;sberg and Kuperstcin, 1986/1989, Chapter :J). The ada.p-
tively gain .. controlled reactive pathway then produces accurate saccacles. Jn sorne models 
(e.g., Lefi;vre and Galiana, 1992), accuracy requires calibrated negative feedback to the su· 
perior colliculus. In others (Grossberg a.ncl Kuperstein, 1986/1989; Dominey and Arbib, 
1992) accuracy is explained without negative feedback to the superior colliculus during rc· 
active sa.cca.des. 
A further refinernent requires an analysis of how different cornbina.tions of auditory, 
visually attentive, a.nd planned eye movement;;, which arc controlled by the parietal and pre· 
frontal cortices, get ca.libra.ted by mcchani:orns downstrcarn and parallel to the SC. Gancarz 
and Grossberg (1997) build upon the present model to show how spatially distributed outputs 
from both PD and SW cells to the sa.cca.de generator uwse movements with experinwnta.lly 
observed properties in response to these different types of movement cornma.ncls. 
Cell Type Property 
Peak decay Located in intermediate SC 
(burst cells) Efferent projections to: 
mesencephalic reticular formation, 
deeper and superficial SC neurons, 
predorsal bundle 
Receive inhibitory input from SNr 
Spreading wave Located in intermediate layers of SC 
(build-up cells) Collateral connections 
Efferent projections to: 
mesencephalic reticular formation, 
predorsal bundle 
Receive excitatory input from cortex 
Receive inhibitory input from SNr 
except at rostral pole 
-· 
Mesencephalic Inhibitory projections to contralateral 
reticular formation and ipsilateral SC 
Table 1. Comparison of cell response to anatornica.l connections. 
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Deciding Among Visual, Auditory and Planned Saccades 
In addition to rebnotopic coordinates, visual targets can also be stored in head-centered 
coordinates. For example, when a visual saccadic target must be stored in memory, inter-
vening eye movernents could render the stored target il1a.ccura.te if the location remained in 
retinotopic coordinates prior to eye movement. 
Accurate visually reactive movement;; create a. stable dynamical substrate upon which 
a head-centered ;;patial rnap of invariant target location can form. A visual target can be 
converted from a. retinotopic signa.! to a. head-centered signal by adding the current eye 
position (Andersen, Essick, and Siegel, 1985; Andersen and Zipser, 1988; Grossberg and 
Kuperstein, 1986/ 1989; Robinson, 1973, 1975). This is true because a. corollary discharge 
from (say) tonic cells of the saccade generator can provide an accurate measure of current 
eye position once reactive rnovernents have been calibrated by the cerebellar adaptive gain 
stage (Figure 2b ). Such a head-centered map can be used as a ;;ource of intentional and 
memory-based movement commands and is identified with the proposals that ;;imilar map 
properties exi;;t in the parietal and prefrontal cortices (Andersen et al., 1985; Mann, Than, 
and Schiller, 1988; Schlag ancl Schlag-Rey, 1987). 
These planned eye movement targets share the colliculus's efferent neurons with reac-
tive saccade targets. However, visually reactive cells encode gaze error in a retinotopica.lly 
activated motor map. Auditory and planned targets are coded in head-centered coordinate;;. 
In order to access the correct efferent zones in the SC, targets in head-centered coordinates 
must be adaptively mapped to a. gaze motor error in retinotopic coordinates. 
The tran;;formation takes place in the model in three steps. First, the transformation 
between a hea.d-centcrecl target position and a. rnotor error vector (viz., the direction a.ncl 
amplitude of the desired eye rnovement) is learned. 'I'his transformation is learned by corn-
puting tbe difference between the head-centered target po;;ition and the final eye position 
after a reactive rnovernent terrninates (Figure ~lc). 'I'his computed difference is a motor error 
vector. Since reactive movements are rendered accurate by cerebellar learning, the final eye 
position is the target position after such a rnovcrncnt. ln other words, the motor error vec-
tor between the ;;torcd hea.cl-centcrecl target position and the final eye position should equal 
y,ero. Learning of the tra.nsforrna.tion i;; thus a.ccompli;;hed by a process that reduce;; the error 
vector to y,ero (Grossberg and I< uperstein, 1986/1989, Chapter 4). 'I' hi;; is a.ccornplislrcd by 
using the error vector as a teaching signa.! that alters the adaptive weights in the pathway 
from the cells that compute the hca.cl .. ccntered spatia.] rna.p to those that compute the rnotor 
error (Figme 2c). Weight learning continues until the error equa.l;; y,ero, a.t. which time the 
signal;; from the hcad·centered cells rea.d out tlw target po;;ition in motor coordinates at the 
motor error vector cells. 
Such a. transformation can be learned in response to any number of head-centered maps, 
including auditory, visually attentive, and pla.nnecl movement maps. In each case, when a 
new target is instated and read-out at the motor error vector cells of it;; rnap, the present 
eye position is subtracted from it. 'I'his difference codes the desired rnovemcnt to the new 
target. 'I'bus the motor error vector cells not only control a. learned coordinate change: they 
also compute rnovernent vectors. 
Groh and Sparks (1992) have aloo u;;ecl motor mTor vectors to model ;;aceadie movenwnt.s. 
They noted that auditory ;;ignals enter the bra.in in head coordinates. 'I'o convert t.lrcm t.o 
motor error coordinates, they subtracV~d present eye position from the head coordinate rep-
resentation. 'I'hese authors do not, however, consider how this transformation is a.daptively 
calibrated. Instead, their model assumes that perfect calibration i;; available. We ;;how how 
the;;e rnotor error vectors rna.y be calibrated through learning. Within the parietal cortex, 
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Figure 2, (a) An adaptive gain stage (,\G) is used to calibrate visually rcactii'C saccades: 
(b) Corollary discharge coding current eye position is aclcled to the position of the target to 
define a head-centered spatial map, Continued on next page, 
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Figure 2. (c) A head-centered representation of motor error is produced by learning the 
transformation of the head-centered target representation and the final eye position. The 
motor error reflecting the head-centered target is then converted from a vector to a spatial 
map so that it can be combined with a motor error signal indicating the reactive target: (d) 
Cortico-tectal map learning. 
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these motor vectors represent potential or intended rnovements towards attended visual or 
auditory targets. It is assumed that parietal cortex ca.n store a.t most one target a.t a time. 
In contrast, frontal cortex is capable of working memory, whereby it can store a sequence of 
object or spatial commands (Perecman, 1987; Rao ct al., 1997; 'I'hicrry et al., 1994). Gross-
berg (1978a, 1978b) and Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986/1989, Chapter 9) have modeled 
how such a sequence of comrna.nds can be stored in working memory and performed one a.t 
a time. It is assumed that these head-centered commands are converted into motor error 
vectors before being read-out from prefrontal cortex. Data. from parietal cortex (Barash 
ci a.l., 1991a, 1991 b; Colby ei 1rl., 1992) and frontal eye fields (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; 
Goldberg and Bruce, 1990) support the hypothesis that outputs frorn these areas code the 
direction and amplitude of saccadic movements. 
Further experiments arc needed to determine whether these representations take the 
form of motor vectors and/or the motor error maps that the model also invokes; namely, 
the second step converts these motor vectors into locations on a topographic rnap, which 
is called the motor error map (Figure 2c). 'l'his step transforms large activity levels in the 
motor vector code to "caudal" positions in the topographic map, and small activity levels 
to "rostra.]" positions (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986/198~1, Section 6.3). Here the terms 
"caudal" and "rostral" refer primarily to opposite ends of the ma.p. However, they a.lso 
anticipate that learning will create a correlation between the position code of this ma.p and 
that of the c:olliculus. 
1'hc third step is a learned transformation from the maps of the auditory, visua.lly atten-
tive, and planned motor errors to the rnap of visually reactive rnotor errors at the buildup 
cell or SW, layer (Figure 2d). 'I'his transformation renders the initially visually rea.cti vc ma.p 
also sensitive to multimodal a.nd planned targets. For example, it is proposed to be the 
means whereby frontal eye field (Sc:hlag-Rey, Schlag, and Dassonville, 1992) and auditory 
(Jay and Sparks, 1984, 1987b, 1990) signals get. accurately mapped onto the SC movement 
map. 'I'his hypothesis is consistent with evidence showing tha.t the latency of auditory sac-
cades depends on retinotopic rnotor error, a.s does latency to a. visual target presenta.l.ion 
(Za.rnbarbieri, Beltrami, and Versino, 1995). By transforming the planned, auditory, and 
bead-centered visual targets into ga1-e motor error coordinates at the SW layer, all these 
input source:; can compete to :;elect a winning target location. In addition, all of these vari-
ous conrrnands can use the cerebellar, or adaptive gain, :;ide path that the visually reactive 
map controls (Figure 2a). iVlultimodal fusion onto initially visually reactive pathways hereby 
ena.blc~s planned frontal commands and parietal a.nditory commands to both compete with 
and exploit the accuracy of the visnally reactive saccade system. 
Retinotopic and Head-Centered Coordinate System Alignment 
'J'hc various maps from head-centered to rnotor error coordinates are learned by asso-
ciating two representations of the same target position in space. For example, after the 
visually activated head-centered parietal rnap forrm, a. visual target can activate both the 
peak decay layer in the visually reactive pathway and the bead-centered maps in the parietal 
and prefrontal cortices (Figure 2d). In order to associate these pathways, the targets in 
head-centered coordinates are transformed into a. gaze motor error map whose output sig-
nals converge upon the spreading wa.vc layer, where they use associative learning to become 
adaptively aligned with the visually reactive map. Frorn this perspective, visually-driven 
output signals from the peak decay, or burst cell. la.yer define teaching signals to the spread-
ing wa.ve, or buildup cell, layer a.t which unimodal inputs converge from rnultiple cortical 
loci (Figure 2d). 'I'his is the centra.] reason in the model why both cell types exist. Learning 
enables the rnotor error vectors from these unimodal inputs to map onto the correct loca:" 
I J 
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tions within the spreading wave layer using the teaching signals from the burst cell layer as 
aligning cues. 
In response to each active burst cell location, a Gaussian teaching function across position 
is sent to the buildup cell layer (Figure 2d). This teaching signal enables maximal learning to 
occur at the peak of the Gaussian, while less learning occurs farther away. Each error vector 
is hereby associated with a population of SC cells, with the most active cell situated at a 
map location that best codes the correct saccadic direction and amplitude. Such cli:;tributed 
population learning has several functional roles: First and foremost, it enables new target 
locations, that have not themselves been practiced during development, to generate accurate 
saccades by using the Gaussian to interpolate locations that have been practiced. Seconda.ry 
con:;equences are that an SC population code determine:; saccadic movements (Sparks and 
Mays, 1990; Sparks and Nelson, 1987), saccadic averaging can occur (Schiller and Sandell, 
198:1), and the buildup activity profile across the SC is very broad (see below). 
Map lea.rning takes place when a visual cue on0et i0 coded by both the head-centered and 
visually reactive pathways. Consistent simultaneous activity in both pathways allows the 
location in the cortical error map that is activated by the head-centered representation to 
sample the position that correctly codes the desired eye movement in the reactive pathway 
on a number of learning tria.ls. Activation of mismatched locations by discordant cues arc 
statistically uncorrelated and get washed out by competitive interactions across the layers. 
In this way, the planned target is adaptively transformed from a head-centered representation 
to a gaze motor error vector, and then to gaze motor error map which is acla.ptively aligned 
with the rnap of the gaze motor error in the visually reactive pathway. The error map in 
this layer resembles the directional map0 described for deep layers of the superior colliculus 
(Sparks and Mays, 1980). 
Spreading Waves, Peak Decay, and Map Learning 
Why does map learning produce a :;y:;tern cha.racterized by a spread of activity aero;;:; 
the buildup cell layer during saccadcs? When a gaze motor error signal is sent to the saccade 
generator (Figure :1), an eye movement begins. As the movement progresses, the motor error 
vector dccrca.:;e:o due to the negative feedback frorn the eye position corollary discharge. 'I'hc 
declining error vector excites a :oeries of loci on the cortical error map. As a result, the 
conrma.ndcd location at the buildup cell layer shifts acro:os the map. 'I'he buildup cell layer 
thus exhibits a :opreacling wave (SW) as an emergent property of the circuit that nrakes 
auditory, planned, and visually reactive cornma.nds dirncn:oionally consistent so that they 
can be adaptivcly mapped into one another. 'I'he spreading wave result:,; from continuous 
updating of the adaptive rnotor error map as the rnovcrncnt progresses. 
This hypotbe:ois helps to explain wby the buildup of activity acro:os the SC i:; so broad. 
Each new error vector map:o into a new Gau:osianly distributed location at the SW layer, and 
the cells of this layer take a while for their activity to decay. In addition, signals frorn the 
decaying activity of the bnrst cells causes a residual secondary pea.k of buildup cell activity 
to gradually decay. These properties arc simulated below to fit SC data. 
Our pre:oent interpretation of the process by which error vectors arc updated as the 
saccade unfolds uses feedback loops that include the parietal and frontal cortices. '.I'lwrc is, 
however, no logical requircrncnt that would make it irnpossible for such a feedback loop to 
abo he closed u:oing non-cortical sites. H the cortical loop:,; arc the only ones that exist, then 
lesions of all the appropriate parietal and prefrontal repre:ocntations should eliminate the 
spree1cling wave, but not the ability to generate saccacles directly through burst and buildup 
activities that would not spread toward:,; the fixation cells during a saccade. Moreover, note 
that the cortical input to the colliculu:o is excitatory, not inhibitory. 'fhus cutting thi:o input 
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Figure 3. Emergence of the ;;preacling wave from the learn eel map using corollary discharges. 
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would not have the same effect as cutting inhibitory feedback in a classical negative feedback 
loop. 
Topographically-organized excitatory feedback from the spreading wave to the peak cle-
ca.y layer allows a resonant activation to occur between corresponding locations in the two 
layers. Because resonant activation drives the map learning process, it is critical to restrict 
its spatial locus (Figure 4a.). A nonspecific inhibitory signa.! from the spreading wave layer, 
proposed to be mediated by the mesencephalic reticular formation (Eclwa.rcls and de Olmos, 
1976; Edwards el a./., 1979; Sparks and Harwich-Young, 1989), reaches all target locations 
at the fixed pea.k layer. 'l'he resonantly supported locations can survive the inhibition. A 
target is thus chosen by a. competition in which irrelevant targets a.re inhibited. This cir-
cuit hereby helps to select an attended target. H also stabilizes the learning process by 
preventing irrelevant targets from being associated with each other. Models of this type 
a.re called Adaptive Resonance Theory, or Altl', models. The present rnoclel is thus called 
the SACCAH1' model. ART models suggest that resonant states help to focus and stabilize 
learning in many brain systems, other than the SC, including multiple levels of visual and 
auditory processing (Carpenter and Grossberg, 199~l; Gove, Grossberg, and Mingolla., 1995; 
Grossberg, I 995, 1997; Grossberg, Boardman, and Cohen, 1997; Grossberg, Mingolla, and 
Roos, 1997). 
Rostral migration of activity in the spreading wave layer from its original location erodes 
feedback excitation to the burst cell rna.p at which visually reactive targets are stored. The 
eroding excitatory input thuc; leads to decay of the fixed peak of activity as the error in 
foveating the target decreases. 'I'hat is why this spatia.! map is referred to as the peak decay 
(PD) layer. 
Reconciling Auditory, Planned and Reactive Saccade Targets 
Auditory, planned and visual targets cornpctc for attention (Deubel a.nd Schneider, 1996; 
Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, and Blaser, 1995). Auditory or planned targetc; must be able to 
be chosc.n over a. visual one under son1e conditions. ln the model, the c.lroscn eye movement 
locks out interruptions from other targets during its execution. In all cases, when the auditory 
or planned and visually reactive targets agree, learning is reinforced. When the auditory or 
planned targets and the visually reactive targets disagree, learning between these different 
representations is suppressed, and the distracting target is prevented from interrupting the 
saccade. It should be realized, howcwer, that a ]wad-centered vi:;ual representation of a 
target that agrees with its visually reactive representation can :;till support learning at the 
corresponding location on the rnotor error map. When such a visual target location is 
at.tentiona.lly selected, irrelevant visually-activated target location:; are suppre:;sed. 
Two sources of inhibition suppress irrelevant visually-activaV~d target locations (Fig·-
ure >Jb). One source is the nonspecific inhibition discussed in the previous section. The 
second inhibitory source is interrupted during an eye rnovcment at both the spreading wave 
and peak decay layers. At the spreading wave layer, this latter source of inhibition is elim-
inated when the target is presented in order to allow activity to build at this layer. At the 
pea.k decay la.yer, it. is released at the location of the chosen target gaze error. Inhibition 
rernains w other cells in the peak decay layer, therefore preventing their activation when the 
spreading wave activity shifts across the map. 
Anatomical and Neurophysiological SC Correlates and Sites of Attentional 
Target Selection 
The connections of cells in the model, surnrnarizccl in Figure 5a., closely correlate wit.h 
knmvn anat,orny and neurophysiology of the superior c:ollic:nlns. Figure 5b depicts this cor-
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Figure 4. (a) H.esonance of vioually reactive position during a saccade; (b) Blocking of 
irrelevant targeto during a planned saccade. For simplicity, the motor error vector and 
motor error map are combined. 
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation of the model of local interactions in the superior 
colliculus; (b) Anatmnica.l correlates of the model depicted in Figure 5a. SC, superior col· 
lietdus, SNr =substantia nigra., PPRF =paramedian pontine reticular forrnation, MRF = 
rnesenceph,dic reticular formation. 
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respondence to anatomical data in the superior colliculus. 'l'hese connections arc a.loo sum-
marized in Ta.hle 1, which relates anatomical evidence to different cell types in the model 
(Cohen and Biittner-Ennever, 1984; 1-Iikosaka. and Wurtz, 1983a; Hikosa.ka and Wurtz, 198:lb; 
Moschova.kis et a!., l 988a, l 988b; Sparks and I-Iartwich-Young, 1989). Neurophysiologica.l 
correlates are summarized along with the simulations reported below. 
Attentional selection of a saccadic target may be progressively elaborated in several 
brain regions. For example, it is known that movement commands in the parietal cortex are 
attentively modulated (Fischer, 1986; Fischer and Breitrneyer, 1987; Maylor and Hockey, 
l 985; Mountcastle, Anderson, and Motter, 1981; Rizzolatti, Riggio, Da.scola., <tnd Umilt:i, 
1987; Wurtz, Goldberg, and Robinson, 1982). On the other hand, visual, auditory, and 
planned movement commands converge in the SC, where a key stage in the selection of a 
0accadic target occurs. 
It is also known, however, that planned sa.ccade0 can be made when the SC is lesioned 
(Schiller and Sandell, 198il) and that the frontal eye fielclo can activate the saccade genera-
tor without activating the SC (Schlag-Rey, Schlag, and Dassonville, 1992; Segraves, 1992). 
AB a result, volitional sa.ccades can use additional a.da.ptive sta.ges than the ones used for 
calibrating reactive saccades (Deubel, 1995). 'l'he model rationalizes theoe latter results by 
noting that accurate visually reactive sacca.des can be made before the head-centered rnaps 
develop and gain access to the visually reactive map via. associative learning. The model 
hereby suggests that visually reactive saccade:; may be possible in sufficiently young infant:; 
without generating a spreading wave. \11/hen the :;prea.ding wave docs develop, it alters the 
total SC output cornrnancl, which becomes distributed across a largc)r expanse of SC cells. 
Likewise, even in adults, visually reactive and planned saccacles can generate different acti-
vation patterns across the burst and buildup cell populations (sec Figures 8 ancl 10 below). 
The model sugge:;ts that. error vector and map inputs to the SC front the parietal and frontal 
cortices help to select the final saccadic target, but that additional adaptive pathways help 
to ensure that the gains of volitional movement:; control accurate movcnrent:; even though 
they generate different activation patterns than the visually reactive rnovements. Gancarz 
and Grossberg (1997) extend the present model to simulate data concerning how these sev-
eral adaptive pathways work together to ensure that visually reactive, visually attentive), 
auditory, and planned movement arc all calibrated correctly. 
Realistic simulation:; of the physiological respon:;c properties of both burst and buildup 
cells in five difl"ercnt saccade paradigms arc sirnulated in the Result:; section. The model's 
rnathcrnatica.l equations and pa.rarnetcr:; arc summarized in the Appendix. 
RESULTS 
Map Learning Simulations 
All :;imulations used a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm with a fixed step size of 
0.0025. The first sirnulat.ion:; demonstrate how the nnrltirnodal map is learned. The adaptive 
weight z,:i from the i1" cell in the spatial error ma.p to the jlh cdl in the PD layer grew if 
their activitic:; X; and 1'; were sirnulta.neou::;ly large, where j i:; the cell corresponding to the 
initial gaze motor error. For a saccade; encoded by an initial gaze motor error at cell 12, the 
weights z12,i from cell J 2 in the planned motor error map to cells near j = J 2 in the SW 
layer also grow because of the Gaussian spread of the I'D activity that is input. to the SW 
layer. 'fhis spread was initially very broad and covered over half of the SW layer (Figure 6a). 
Term PkC:k···i in Figure 6a shows the spatial width of the teaching signal from the k1" PD 
cell to the j'" SW cell, where Pk is the activity of the k1" PD cell ,rnd G k~j is the strength 
of the Gaussian Jiltcr connection to tire P" SW cell. 
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Figure 6. (a) 'l'he activity across the spatial error map, X;, and the Gaussian :-;prc~ad of 
PD activity to the SW layer. (b) 'I' he resulting adaptive weights "i.i ah.er 1000 randomly 
distributed target presentations. 
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Leaming was performed during 1000 randomly generated saccades. All adaptive weights 
z;i were initialized to l.O and the reactive input, Rk, to the PD layer was set equal to 200. 
All of the weights z;.i that resulted from training during these 1000 saccades are shown in 
Figme 6b. These weights were used to generate activity at the SW layer during :;accacles, 
where each saccade was made to a target at a different gaze rnotor error. 'I'he activity profile 
a.t the SW layer for each different :;accade is shown in Figure 7. 'I'he SW activity is shown 
at a spccifrc time after each target presentation but before eye movement has started. 'I'he 
vertical line:; correspond (.o the location where the peak decay activity was located. In this 
figure, the maximally active cell at the SW layer corresponds to the location of the peak 
decay activity. This correspondence indicates that the learned weights provide an accurate 
mapping from the spatial error map to the SW layer. 
Burst and Buildup Cell Simulations 
The next simulations are of the time course of activation of burst and buildup cells 
during a saccade, using the adaptive weights learned above (Munoz and Wurtz, 1995b). 
'I'hese simulations were run using the learned map values z;.i summarized in Figures 6 and 7. 
When a. target is presented at a. gaze motor error coded by cell 18 (0.36 radians), a. desired 
eye position is input to the pla.nned pathway. The corollary discharge coding current eye 
position is subtracted from the desired eye position signal, and a motor error vector results 
(Figure 3). The new motor error i:; converted to a rna.p representation, which produces a 
distributed region of input to the error map, whose maximurn occurs a.t the location that 
codes the current motor error. 'I'his distributed error map input produces a buildup of 
activity at the SW layer before the saccade begins (Figure 8). 'I'he location of peak activity 
in the SW layer covaric:; with the gaze motor error. As the eye rnovement progresses, the 
corollary discharge coding current eye position is subtracted frorn the desired eye position 
signal. The dynamic motor error coded by the mot.or difference vector decreases as the eye 
approaches the target location. J\s this new motor error is converted to a. rnap rcpre:;entation, 
the location of the rnost active sites in the error map :;hifts, and the location of the maximal 
peak in the layer migrate:; towards the rostral edge of tbe map. 'J'he migration of the peak 
in the error map cause;; a. sin1ilar shift of activity in the SW layer (Figure 8). 
Several factors complicate tire distribution of activity at the SW layer. One factor is that 
its input is spatially distributed even in re:;ponsc to a. fixed rnotor error (Figmcs 2d and 3). 
A second factor is that activity builds up and decays in response to the input to SvV cell;; 
at a. finite rate, even as the dynamic motor error which causes it is changing. Finally, as the 
activity moves across the SW layer, excitatory input to the active location at the PD layer 
erode:;. This decrease in excitatory input causes the activity at the l'D layer to decrease 
(Figure 9). A secondary peak of activity in the SW layer ncar the location of the initial 
motor error is visible even as the saccade ends clue to residual input fron1 the PD layer. 
The release frorrr inhibition by the substantia nigra. at the I'D layer, taken together 
with the increasing SW activity input, causes a rapid increase of the activity at the PD layer 
prior to eye movcrnent, followed by activity whose declining amplitude, at the :;a.mc location, 
covaries with residual motor <'rTor (Figrm: 9). 
The next result:; sirnulat.c the dynamics of burst and buildup cell activities during visual, 
overlap, memory, and gap tasks (Munoz and Wurtz, 1995a.). During each of the four saccade 
paradigms that were sinnrla.tcd, it was assumed that both planned and reactive inputs were 
provided to the SW and I'D layers, respectively. While the target light was on, both the 
reactive a.ncl planned inputs were presented to the PD and SW layers. The reactive input shut 
off at target offset or the start of eye movement; the planned input remained on throughout 
the eye movement. Eye movement, was initiated when the activity at the peak SW cell 
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Figure 7. Using the weights z,.i from Figure 6, the activity across the SW layer is shown at 
a time after the target is presented at different gaze errors but before eye movement begins. 
The maxirmmr activity in the SW layer is at the same location as the PD layer activity 
(shown by the vertical lines), implying that an accurate mapping was learned. 
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Figure 8. 'fhe pattern of recorded activity across buildup cells in rnonkey superior colliculus 
(left column) (reprinted with permission from Munoz and Wurtz, 199:Sb) compared to sirn--
ulatcd activity of model buildup cells across the SW layer (right column) as it changes over 
time. Each graph displays the activity across all cells in the collicular map at a particular 
time. The rostral most cell is at the left edge, and the caudal rnost cell is at the right edge 
in each graph. 
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Figure 9. The pattern of recorded activity across burst cells in monkey superior colliculus 
(left column) (reprinted with permission from Munoz and Wurtz, J 995b) compared to simu-
lated activity of cells across the PD layer (right column) as it clmnges over time. Each graph 
displays the activity across all cells in the collicular rnap a.t a particular time. The rostral 
most cell is at the left edge, and the cauda.! most cell is at the right edge in each graph. 
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Figure 9. The pattern of recorded activity across burst cells in monkey superior colliculus 
(left column) (reprinted with permission from Munoz and Wurtz, 1995b) cornparcd to simu-
lated activity of cells across the PD layer (right. column) as it changes over time. Each graph 
displays the activity across all cells in the collicular lllap at a particular time. The rostral 
most cell is at the left edge, and the caudal most cell is at the right edge in each graph. 
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was greater than a threshold value. We assumed the sirnplcst output law in this article by 
letting the muscle plant integrate the output Bignal from the maximally activated SW cell 
(see Appendix for detailo) in the motor error map, which shifts its location and activity as 
the saccade progresses. Gancarz and Grossberg (1997) build upon the present model to show 
that it works when spatially distributed burst and buildup cell activity inputs to a model 
of the reticular saccade generator, which in turn activates the muscle plant. The oirnulation 
results derived from the present model are compared to physiological data in the following 
sections. 
Figures 10-13 display the simulation results for each of the four sa.ccade paradigrns. In 
each of the figures, there are data comparing the physiological responc;e of a burst cell (upper 
left) and a buildup cell (lower left) to the simulated response of a PD cell (upper right) <mel 
a SW cell (lower right). Above both the biological and simulated cell responses are two 
tirne lines which indicate the status (on or ofF) of the fixation point and the external target 
stimulus. Below each graphed cell response is a line indicating the current eye position 
throughout the simulation. 
Visually Guided Paradigm Simulation 
In the visually guided saccade simulation, shown in Figure 10, fixation point offset coin-
cides with target presentation, at which point eye movement begins. At the SvV layer, only 
rostral pole fixation cells (not plotted) are active while the fixation point remains on. At 
fixation point offset and target onset, the fixation cell activity decays while a hill pattern 
buildo up across the orientation buildup cells. 'I'he hill's peak corresponds to the initial gaze 
motor error. When the fixation cell activity ceases, the hill travels from the caudal to the 
rostral end of the nmp. 'I'he activity eventually reaches the fixation zone and stops moving. 
'I'hc SW cell activity risco and falls gradually as docs buildup cell activity. 'I'he fall of the 
activity at the locus of the initial peak of the SW layer extends beyond the end of the eye 
rnovcmcnt. 
When the target is presented, activity at the PD layer is produced at cell18 corresponding 
to the initial gaze motor error. 'T'he peak decay cell activity begins later than SW cell activity 
and coincides closely with the beginning of eye rnovernent. 'I'his relationship ic; similar to 
that of burst cell activity in cornparioon to buildup cell activity. PD cell activity rioes and 
falls abruptly as does burst cell activity, and the fall of the PD cell activity coincicleo with 
the end of the eye movcrncnt. 
Overlap Paradigm Simulation 
In the overlap saccade, shown in Figure 11, target presentation precedes fixation point 
ofFset. Activity at the PD layer grows and generates a burst after the fixation point i;; turned 
off'. An eye movement then begins. Initially at the SvV layer, while only the fixation point 
is on, rnaxirnum activity is produced only at the fixation cells. When both the fixation 
point and the target arc on, the fixation cell becomes active and a hill of activity builds up 
across the orientation buildup cells. 'I'he SW cell responc;e c;ubscquently decays because of 
habituation (sec term Z;.i in equation (D) of the Appendix) until the fixation light is turned 
off'. When the fixation point is turned off' and only the target remains on, the hill of activity 
builds up to a higher level and travels acro:;s the map as a spread of buildup cell activity. 
Memory Guided Paradigm Simulation 
In the memory guided saccade, ohown in Figure J:l, both target onset and offset precede 
fixation point offset. Activity at the PD layer grows into a burst after the fixation light 
is turned off. When only the fixation point i;; on, only the SW fixation cells arc active 
2:l 
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Figure 10. Burst and buildup cell responses (reprinted with permission from lvlunoz and 
Wurtz, 199;Ja) compared to simulations PD and SW cell 20 in a visually guided paradigm. 
The plots at the top show the onset and offset of the fixation point (F) and the target (T). 
Each of the four pairs of graph:; shows cell activity as it changes over time on top and change 
in eye position underneath. 
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Figure 11. Burst and buildup cell responses (reprinted with permission from \lunoz and 
'vVmtz, l99.:ia) compared to simulations PD and SW cell 20 in an overlap paradigm. The 
plots at the top show the onset and offset of the fixation point (F) and the target (T). Each 
of the four pairs of graphs shows cell activity as it changes over time on top and change in 
eye posit ion underneath. 
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at the SW layer. When the target is flashed, the orientation buildup cells exhibit activity 
along with the fixation cell. The level of orientation cell activity remains constant while the 
fixation point remains on but increases and then migrates once the fixation point turns off. 
Gap Paradigm Simulation 
In the gap saccade, shown in Figure 13, fixation point offset precedes target onset. 
Activity at the PD layer coincides with target onset and then decay;;. When only the 
fixation point is on, the fixation cell at the SW layer is the only SW cell active. When 
neither the fixation point or target is on, the fixation cell activity quickly decays, and there 
is no activity at the SW layer. At target onset, an acUvity hill builds up across orientation 
buildup cells. Note that this build up occurs at a quicker rate than in the visually guided 
sa.ccacle simulation of Figure 10. 'fhis shorter latency can be compared to the production of 
an express saccade. Express saccades are often elicited during the gap saccade task (Fischer 
and Weber, 1993). Observations by Dr. Doug Munoz (personal communication) indicate 
that there is a spreading wave during both regular and express saccades. 
'I'hese simulations demonstrate how the PD cells in the rnodel ca.n be identified with 
burst cells a.ncl how SW cells in the model can be identified with buildup cells. Table 2 
summarizes these comparisons. 
Multimodal Enhancement and Depression Simulations 
Auditory inputs to the model SC ca.n be transformed from a head-centered into a motor 
error map by using the same type of circuit as planned and attended visual targets u;;e (;;ee 
Figure 5a). 'J'he same model mechanisms transform all head-centered signals into a rnotor 
error map. 'J'his coordinate transformation is tlms a general engine for linking head-centered 
to motor error commands. Because each cortico-collicular pathway is unimodal, each such 
pathway needs to compute ito own motor error vector (Figure 5a), but all these error vectors 
can then usc the sarnc PD layer teaching signals and SW layer cells to determine the winning 
target locations. 
We now show that the SW mcrnbrane equations that combine visual and auditory in-
put produce mnltiplicativc response enhancernent in cells at the spreading wave layer for 
coincidentally located visual and auditory targets, and response depression in cells when 
the targets arc not at the sa.rne location, a.s also occurs in vivo (Stein and Merideth, J99:l). 
'I'he activity at the SW layer was compared dnring three different target presentations. A 
unimodal target consisting of a visual target only was presented at a gaze motor error coded 
by cell 10. Two different multirnodal targets wen: presented. The first was a rnultimodal 
target consisting of a. visual target and an auditory target both at a gaze nrotor error coded 
by cell I 0. 'fhe second was a visual and auditory target a.t different locations, where the 
visual target was presentee! at a gaze motor error coded by cell 10 and the auditory target 
was presented at a. gaze motor error coded by cell 5. 
'l'he activity across the SW layer (Figure 14) at the end of this sensory response period is 
shown for all three target presentations. 'fhe SW layer activity is shown during presentation 
of the single multimodal target in the top graph, the unirnoclal target in the middle graph, 
ancl the separate auditory and visual targets in the bottonr graph. In each graph, the 
activity of all buildup cells at the SW layer is shown, and the diarneter of the circle is 
directly proportional to the activity of the SW cell at. the corresponding location. 'l'he value 
of the slider bars at. the top of each graph reflects the gaze motor error of the visual or 
auditory target when the target is presented. The location of the filled circles also indicates 
this gaze motor error. In each graph, the visual target is at a gaze motor error coded by cell 
10. In the top graph, the anclitory target is also at a gaze motor error coded by cell 10, and 
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Figure 12. Burst and buildup cell responses (reprinted with permission from Munoz and 
Wurtz. 1 995a) compared to sirnulations PD and SW cell 20 in a memory guided paradigm. 
The plots at the top show the onset and offset of the fixation point (F) and the target (T). 
Each of 1 he fonr pairs of graphs shows cell activity as it changes over time on top and change 
in eye position underneath. 
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Figure 13. Burst and buildup cell responses (reprinted with permission from Munoz and 
Wurtz, 199.Sa) compared to simulations PD and SW cell 20 in a. gap pa.radigm. The plots 
at the top show the' onset and offset of the fixation point (F) and the target (T). Each of 
the four pairs of graphs shows cell activity as it changes over time on top and change in eye 
position underneath. 
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Cell Type Property Reference 
Peak decay Decaying, fixed peak of activ- Waitzman eta!. (1991) 
(burst cells) ity 
Movement response in both Munoz and Wurtz 
regular and express saccades (1995a) 
Spreading wave Spreading wave of activity Munoz eta!. (1992) 
(buildup cells) Sustained response from Munoz and Wurtz 
visual target onset through (1995a) 
eye movement in both regular 
and express saccades 
Multimodal response Stein and Meredith 
enhancement and depression (1993) 
Fixation Sustained response while eye Munoz and Wurtz 
traveling wave remains fixated (1995a) 
Table 2 
Table 2. Comparison of cell response to phy;;iological properties. 
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Figure 14. The simulated activity of all orientation cells at the SW layer at the end of 
the sensory response period for each or three target presentations. 'I'hc SW la.yer activity 
is shown during presentation of (a) a single rnultimodal target, (b) a unimodal target, and 
(c) separate auditory and visual targets. ln each graph, the diameter of the circle is directly 
proportional to the activity of the SvV cell at the corresponding location. The value of the 
slider bars at the top of each graph and the location of the filled circles reflect the gaze rnotor 
error of the visual (Av) or auditory (.\a) target. 
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in the bottom graph it is at a gaze motor error coded by cell 5. 
The average sensory response of a SW cell was used to determine the effects of multi-
modal response enhancement or depression as compared to unimodal response. 'I'his measure 
was considered analogous to the mean number of impulses produced by a neuron during pre-
sentation of a sensory cue used by Stein and Meredith (1993). The average sensory response 
is defined as the average activity produced by a cell from the time a target is presented until 
the timt) that the premotor response of the PD layer begins. 'I'hc cell response tha.t was 
used was always from a cell at the same location regardless of the target presentation. In 
the simulations described below, this is a.lways cell 10. 
According to the formula used by Stein and Meredith (1993) for cornputing a comparison 
of activity at a cell during single and multirnodal target presentations, the cell's response 
enhancement or depression can be computed as: 
(CM- S'Mmax) X 100 
S'lvl,nax (12) 
where CM = the <werage number of impulses evoked by the combined-modality stirnulus 
and S'Mma" = the average number of impulses evoked by the most effective single-moclaJity 
stimulus. Comparing the average activity a.t cell 10 in the unimodal target sirrrulation and 
the single multirnodaJ ta.rget, the response. enhancement is: 
(0.06;)9- 0.0295) X 100 = 1160/ 
0.0295 . IO (Ll) 
T'he increase in SW cell activity in the nrultimodal case occurs because there is excitatory 
input not only frorn the visual spatial error nrap but also from the auditory spatial error 
map. This increase in excita.lory input pushes the SW wll activity into the linear region 
of the signal function c(t) in equation (9) of the Appendix, thereby producing additional 
excitatory feedback to this cell and enhancing its activity. ln the case where a unirnodal 
target. is presented, the excitatory input from the visual spa.lial error map to the SW cell is 
insufficient to produce SW cell activity in the linear region of the signal function, so the SW 
cell activity renrains in its slowcr···tha.n-linear region, and the excitatory feedback to this cell 
is negligible. 
Increasing the spa.tia.l separation of a. visual a.ncl a.n auditory stimulus produces an activity 
pattem across the SW layer that reflect;, a gaze change biased toward the closer target. If 
both ta.rgets are spatially coincident, tire combination of the two excitatory bcll·sha.pecl 
inputs corresponding to tire visual and auditory targets in tire planned pathway produces a 
bell-shaped activity profile in the SW layer whose peak c:orre:;ponds to the motor error of 
the target location. Tf the disparity between tire two targets is increased, the corrrbina.tion 
of the two activity profiles produces a bell-shaped activity pattern with an initial peak 
location representing tire gaze' rrrotor error between the two ta.rgel.s. lf the spatial separation 
is increased further, 1.lrc activity pattern that is produced ha.s a. peak closer to the gaze error 
representing the rneclia.l target. 
'l'his bias in the peak location is proclucecl by the combination of the two activity profiles 
from the auditory and visual spatial error maps. Because of the distribution of weights from 
the error vector map to the spatial error ma.p, the bell-shaped activity proJile corresponding 
to a target with a srna.ll gaze error is narrower than the activity profile corresponding to a 
target with a larger g;r;,e error. As a result, the map locations where the two activity profiles 
overlap are closer to the target with the :ornaller gaze error. When the two activity profiles 
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are combined, this results in a profile with a peak closer to the location coding the smaller 
gaze error. 
Comparing the average activity at cell 10 in the unimodal target simulation and 
simulation of multimodal targets at separate locations, the response depression is: 
(0.0278- 0.0295) X JOO -· ('0/ 
. 0.0295 - -) /O. 
the 
( ]l1) 
'I'hc depression in SW activity at cell 10 in the multimodal case can be compared to the SW 
activity in the unirnoda.l case. 'I'his depression results because the excitatory input from the 
visual spatial error map and from the auditory spatial error map do not significantly overlap. 
'I'herefore, in both the unimodal and multimodal cases, the excitatory input to the SW cell 
is virtua.lly the same. 'I'his amount of excitatory input allows the SW cell activity to remain 
in the slower-than-linear region of the feedback function, and the excitatory feedback to 
this cell is negligible. The response depression increases in the multimodal case because the 
growth of activity at a. ga~e error location between the visual and auditory targets pushes 
the surround activity at cell 10 into the linear region of the signal function c producing 
additional inhibitory feedback to this cell. 
DISCUSSION 
Recent data on the superior colliculus reveal a. spreading wave of activation whose peak 
codes the current gaze error (Munoz cl a.l., 1991). In contrast, Waitzman cl; a./. (1991) 
found that the locus of peak activity in the superior c:ollic:ulus remains constant while the 
activity level at this locus decays as a function of re;;idua.l g<lze error. 'fhe two main rnodcling 
approaches that have heretofore been used to understand how the superior colliculus controls 
saccadic eye movements ha.vc attempted to understand one or both of these data. sets. ln 
the fir0t approach, the location of activity on the caudal region of the superior colliculus 
codes the initial size of the gaze shift, and its a.rnplitude decreases as the rernaining motor 
error decreases (Waitzman, Ma, Optica.n, and Wnrtz, 1991; Tweed and Vilis, 1990). When 
the target is fixated, neural activity on the cauda.! superior colliculus rna.p disappears, and 
activity in the rostral zone appears. ln the second approach, not only docs the arnplitude of 
the initial activity decay with decreasing rnotor error, but the location of rna.ximal activity 
on the rna.p tra.vcls from the initial caudal location until it reaches the rostra.! zone upon 
fixation (Munoz, Cuitton, and P{~lisson, 1991; Droulcz and Bcrthoz, lDDl; Dominey and 
Arbib, 1991; Lcfbvrc and Galiana, 199:2). 
'fhe more recent model of Opl.ican (1995; Wurtz and Optican, 1994) docs suggest clcarcut 
funcl.ional roles for both burst and buildup cells. 'I'he model burst and buildup activity 
pattern;; play roles in producing two output signals from the SC. Burst cells produce output 
0pecifying the desired initial gaze displa.ccrncnt. Buildup cells integrate velocity command 
feedback to form a. representation of gaze clispla.ccment. 'J'he spread of activity across the 
b\rildup cells reflects the rnotion of the eye by incorporating the influence of the velocity 
feedback. 'fhc resulting current ami desired gaze clisplacernent signals, whose difference 
specifics the dynarnic motor error, a.rc output from the SC to the brainstcrn burst gcncra,tor. 
'J'his model assumes that the dynarnic motor error is computed from these two signals in 
the brainstem, not in the SC. 'fhuB, Optican propose;; that burst a.nd buildup cell types 
are needed to produce the two kinds of signals assumed in a model of the type originally 
proposed by Jurgens et a.l., (1981 ). 
'I' he Optic:an (.1 995) model is not supported by the data in two areas where the current, 
model matches the data. If buildup cells really were integrating feedback of the eye velocity 
eorrnnand, then they would not show the ohscrved pre-saccadic buildup, which starts a.t a 
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time associated with target onset, not just before saccade onset, as required by the Optican 
(1995) modeL Moreover, if burst cells really reflected the desired initial gaze displacement, 
with the residual or dynamic motor error computed later, in the bra.instem, then burst cells 
would not show the correlation with dynamic motor error reported by W;citzma.n et al., 
(1991), 
The present model is consistent with the main data about burst and buildup cells and 
with many aspects of previous models. However, this model also analyzes how the coordinate 
systems arise which the superior colliculus uses to control movement, and how multiple 
types of movernent commands are rendered dimensionally consistent through learning and 
compete to select and attend to a final movement command. \il/hereas Optican's model 
suggests that both burst and buildup signal;; are needed to produce output signals, it does 
not analyze the role that we propose they play in adaptively aligning and coordinating 
rnultiple types of movement signaL 'J'hc present model suggests that these issues are central 
ones for understanding the functional organization of the saccadic systcrn in general and the 
superior colliculus in particular. 
For example, reflexive and volitional commands both share control of saccadic eye movc-
rnents. Visually reactive cells encode gaze error in a retinotopica1ly activated motor map, 
whereas auditory targets are obviously registered in head-centered coordinates, and it has 
been proposed that visually attended target representations in parietal cortex are also com-
puted in head-centered coordinates (Andersen et a!., 1990; Andersen, Essick, and Seigel, 
l985). In order to cornbine these saccade cornmands in the superior colliculus, the com-
mands in head-centered coordinates are mapped through learning to a gaze motor error in 
motor error coordina-tes. 
This transformation is functionally rationalized by the fact that calibration between vi-
sua.l inputs and eye movement commands is learned early in development within a. visually 
reactive saccade systern (Grossberg and Kuperstcin, 1986/1989), 'I'he accuracy of multi-
rnodal and planned saccades in the model can build upon the gains learned by the visually 
reactive system, Auditory and planned movements need, however, to take precedence over 
visua.lly reactive rnovernents when circumstances so require. 'l'o achieve these properties, 
a. transformation between head-centered and rctinotopic target representations needs to be 
learnecL 'fargets in retinotopic and head-centerccl coordinates arc rendered dirnensionally 
consistent by both being transformed into motor error coordinates where they can cornpetc 
for attention to select a movcrnent com mane!. 
'fhe SACCAH'f neural network model developed in this article shows that the map 
learning process which combines visually reactive, auditory, and planned saccade comrnands 
provides a functional rationale for both burst and buildup cell activity patterns while pro-
viding fits to data. from these cells in visual, overlap, memory, and gap behavioral para.dign1s 
(Ivlunoz and Wurtz, 1995a., 1995b), a.s well as m1 explanation of enha.ncernent and depres-
sion effects clue to multirnoclal convergence and divergence (Stein and Meredith, 199:3). 'I'he 
rnocld hereby provides a conceptual bridge whereby to link behavioral manipulations to bio-
chernical rnanipula.tions of the NMDA receptors that exist at rnultirnoda.l SC cells (Binns 
and Salt, 1996) in order to test predicted effects on SC burst and buildup cells, In pa.rtic-
rdar, the model predicts how these NMDA receptors may be involved in learning the rnap 
Lbat links auditory, visually attentive, and planned saccade comrnancls from the parietal and 
frontal cortices to the SC. This predicted linkage between behavior, neurophysiology, and 
biochemistry may help to establish the deeper SC layers as an important new paradigm for 
studying the neural substrates of associative learning. 
Rucci, 'l'ononi, and Edelman (1997) have modeled how auditory and visual maps may get 
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aligned in the barn owl's optic tectum, which is homologous to the superior colliculus. Their 
model assumes that the eyes are fixed in a movable head, and thus does all its computations 
in head-centered coordinates. Adaptive transfonnations to the motor error coordinates that 
are known to occur in superior colliculu:o are not considered. 'I'he model also does not analyse 
how multiple visual, auditory, and planned cues can simultaneously compete for attentional 
resources before the winning location triggers learned changes in path weights. Instead, it 
assumes that visual foveation of a target activates a nonspecific Now Print learning signal 
(Estee~, 1969; Grossberg, 1974; Livingston, 1967; Miller, 196:3) that is used to influence 
learning outside of the optic tectum. As a result, the model does not focus on the internal 
dynamics of optic tectum, including possible ana.logs of burst and buildup cells. It remains 
to be seen how a nonspecific Now Print learning signal generalizes to the case where the 
eye is free to rnove within the head in the presence of multiple, :oimultaneously active visual, 
auditory, and planned cues. 
Although the SACCAH1' model as presented assumes that the planned input is stored 
in head-centered coordinates before being transformed into motor error coordinates, data on 
parietal cortex support at lea:ot two different viewpoints. The data of Andersen el al. (1990) 
demonstrated how motor inforrnation in area LIP of parietal cortex is modulated by a pla-
nar gain field which is influenced by eye position and suggests how this information reflect,s 
head-centered coordinates. In contrast, Colby, Duhamel, and Goldberg (1992) suggested 
that motor information is stored in an oculoccntric representation which is updated with 
each saccade. It is important to point out that the collicular core of the model can accept 
the existence of planned target representations in either representation, since the adaptive 
process between the planned target spatial map and the spreading wave layer aligns both 
rnaps in motor error coordinates, which are dimensionally consistent with retinotopic coor-
dinates. In fact, there is reason to question whether these views are truly in competition: 
the parietal cortex may compute retinotopically consistent vector representations as well as 
head-centered target representatiom. Such dua.l coding ma.y correspond to the dual coding 
in frontal oculomotor areas. Schlag and Schlag-H.ey ( 1987) and Mann, 'I'hau, and Schiller 
(1988) have di:ocoverecl mediofrontaJ areas that code eye position targets in a hcad-ba:oed 
reference systern, quite unlike the saccadic vector representation formed in the frontal eye 
fielde~. 
Finally, it is important to note the effect predicted by the current model in the event 
of a paricta.l lesion that interrupts the transcortical feedback to the colliculus. 'I'he primary 
role of t.he cortical projection to the SC is to allow attenti vc cortical selection of the target, 
not to provide an input corresponding to residual rnotor error. In fact, one effect of the 
model cortical input that creates the spreading wave is to cooperate with the signals that 
could control the saccade in the absence of cortical input. 'l'hus according to the model, 
if cortical input is interrupted, visually-guided saccadcs can still occur, but they would be 
expected to be lryponretric. This outcornc has been reported for patients with posterior 
parietal cortical lesions (Duhamel el. a!., 1992). This prediction contrasts sharply with any 
rnodel in which parietal cortex mediates negative fecdbacJ, to the SC, which would predict 
hypennetria following parietal lesions. 
APPENDIX 
This section lists the rnoclel's mathenratica.l equations and parameters. 
Reactive Pathway 
The visually reactive pathway in the model learns to accurately foveate visual targets. 
'l'hesc visual targets are registered in a rotinotopic map, the peak decay (PD) layer. Reactive 
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signals which activate a. region within this map topographically excite the corresponding 
region in the spreading wave (SW) layer. The locus of ac(.ivation at the PD layer defines the 
direction and amplitude of a saccadic movement. 
'T'wo sources of inhibition suppress irrelevant visually-activated target locations in this 
map. A nonspecific signal from the SW layer provides a constant level of inhibition to 
the peak decay layer. In addition, the model substantia nigra inhibits this layer but is 
released at the topographic location, 1{, encoding the saccadic eye movernent. Excitatory 
feedback from the spreading wave to the PD layer, along with the release of substantia 
nigra inhibition, overcomes the nonspecific inhibition at the location encoding the target. 
Since all other locations arc inhibited, the selected location can rernain active throughout 
the saccade without interference from competing reactive target.s. This resonant activation 
between layers allows a target choice to be made at the PD layer while suppressing interfering 
targets. By gaining access to the SW layer, planned saccade targets can suppress saccades 
to reactive targets and instantiate the desired command. 
To implement this resonant circuitry at the peak decay layer, the change in the activity 
level at each cell, Pb is defined. The peak decay cells, Pk, combine excitatory input, Rb 
reflecting the reactive target input and excitatory input, 8k> from the spreading wave layer. 
In addition, the peak decay cells arc inhibited by model mesencephalic reticular formation 
(MRF) input, m('[; S',;), by fixation cell input from the rostral pole of the SW layer, W1 !'',., 
and by model substantia nigra input, NPk· 'I'he following membrane, or shunting, equation 
defines the change in activity at the peak decay layer: 
Peak decay: 
d1f;k =- 20P; + (1.2- I\)(Rk(l) + llOf(S'd) 
N 
- (l + Pk)(m(L_ Si) + 500S'1F1, + 250Nrc) 
.i>l 
where the following functions obtain: 
Reactive input: 
if k: = J{ while the target is on and the eye is stationary 
otherwise 
where 1\ =cell location encoding initial gaze error. 
SW signal function: 
MRF input: 
T2 
f(:r) = 0.02~ +.12 
N 
rn(L_S.i)={ 1 
.i>l 0 
·1· N c• 0 
I L.i>I ''.i > 
otherwise 
Spread of fixation cell inhibition: 
SNr input: 
Np,(t) = 1 if k: cf K 
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and 
where 
and 
{ 
0.5 
- 7.5 lpf( ( t) - 0.0 
0.0 
if ifixation pt ofF + i 5~J. S t 
If fixatiOn pt off + 37o S t 
if eye movement begins) < I 
otherwise 
l ;• . _ e-O.Ol(N -K)2 "N-R - --. 
vVhen the target is turned on, the reactive input Rk excites the location at the peak 
decay layer corresponding to the initial gaze 1notor error with a maximum reactive input 
value. After the target is turned off or the eye begins to move, the reactive input is shut 
of!'. Activity of each spreading wave cell excites the corresponding peak deca.y cell via a 
sigmoid function J(.'h). All of the input to this function is in the slower-than-linear region 
of the sigmoid. Migration of the spreading wave away from the initial location diminishes 
the strength of the mutual excitation established with the PD layer causing the activity peak 
in this layer to decay. 
Inhibitory input to this layer is provided from the MRF, the fixation cell of the spreading 
wave layer, and the substantia nigra. The MRF inhibits the entire peak decay layer if there 
is any activity at the buildup cells of the spreading wave layer. If there is activity, the lVlRF 
input to the peak decay layer is established at a constant level of inhibition. 
'I'he fixation cell of the spreading wave layer inhibit;; cells at the peak decay layer based 
on the distance between the fixation cell and the peak decay cell. 'I'he fixation cell more 
strongly inhibits peak decay cells that encode srnaller initial ga~c rnotor errors than peak 
decay cells that encode larger errors. Thi;; stronger inhibition help;; to produce quicker decay 
in cells that encode smaller initial gaze rnotor errors than those that encode larger errors 
oo that the complete decay of activity coincides t.o eye fixation in both cases. When the 
initial gaze rnotor error is srnall, eye fixation occurs quickly and the peak decay activity 
correspondingly returns to zero at this time. 'l'hu:,; :,;everal factors work together to shut off 
the peak decay cells. 
Inhibition from the substantia nigra decreases to the peak decay cell encoding the ini-
tial gaze rnotor error once the fixation point is tmnecl off. After the flrst 150 tirne step;; 
subseqncnt to fixation point removal, the SNr inhibition begin;; to gradually decrease. After 
:l7:J time steps have passed, the SNr inhibition decreases rnorc rapidly. 'I'he effect of thi;; 
SNr activity pattern produces an initial slow rise of peak decay activity followed by a strong 
bmst. 
Head-Centered Pathway: Auditory, Visually Attentive, or Planned Saccades 
T'hc second pathway in the rnodel provides the ability to perform ;;accadcs to targets 
coded in head-centered coordinates. 'I' he case of plan ned saccade;; will be discussed for 
definitencs;;. Fir;;t, a planned target signal is cornbincd with the current eye position signal 
to produce the gaze motor error vector. Next, the cmrent gaze motor error, V,,, is converted 
to a two dimensional representation, X(r,q)· Finally, this pla.nned target input is combined 
with the reactive target input at the spreading wave layer. 
From Head-Centered Targets to Motor Difference Vectors 
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At this stage, the combination of head-centered target coordinates and eye position 
coordinates consists of a set of paired cell populations coding the error between the two 
in vector coordinates. Each cell population is defined as part of a.n agonist-antagonist pair 
coding a given degree-of-freedom of the oculomotor plant. For exarnple, a pair may code 
the horizontal degree-of-freedom and one member of the pair codes activity of the rnuscle 
that pulls the eye to the right a.nd the other codes activity of the muscle that pulls the eye 
to the left. For simplicity, the oculomotor plant can be approximated by two degrees of 
freedom, horizontal and vertical, so there are four cell populations which define the muscle 
lengths of four muscles each of which control up, down, left, or right rnovements in a 2-D 
plane in head-centered coordinates. 'l'he current gaze motor error, 11,,, where h = 0, I, 2, 3 
corresponds to the vector difference between the desired muscle length, xf,, and the current 
muscle length, :c, (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986/1989): 
(2) 
where: 
:r:f, = A[cos(D- Dh)]+, 
Parameter A defines the amplitude of the desired eye rnovernent, and D the movement's 
direction in radians. 'J'he average direction, D,, coded by each eye position vector element 
( :J) 
In order to update the current muscle length when the eye rnovcs, the sirnplest possible 
movement rule was invoked, since events downstream from the SC are not the focus of the 
present work. A wide variet.y of sirnilar rules generate analogous results. It is assumed that 
the current rnuscle length x:, integrates activity from the spreading wave layer: 
d:r, - -0 ·1 · (J !'> S' 
ll - . Xr. + . ~• J ( ' (4.) 
if S'; exceeds the threshold activation 0.01. 'I'hc value of J reflects the rctinotopic position 
of SJ, t.he rnaxirnum activity in the spreading wave layer. 
Next, the vector dif[erencc, \-~,, is converted from a one dimensional representation to 
a two-clirncnsional rnap representation, X(r,O)' which can subsequently be input to the map 
in the spreading wave layer. In order to transform a spatial vector into the corresponding 
location in a spatial rna.p, both weight and threshold gradients are utilized to rnap incoming 
signa.ls (Gro:;sbcrg and Kuperstein, 1986, 1989). The gradients work together to produce a 
single peak of activity at a. location that corresponds to the amplitude and direction coded 
by the input vector. 'J'his connectivity rnaps higher activity levels in the vector stage to 
locations on tbe caudal edge of the rnap while lower activity levels are rnapped to locations 
closer t.o the rostral edge. 1I'hc equations below accomplish this tra.nsfonna.tion . 
. 1 
1\!J. ··-· [ '\' 11 1,1; I' ] + 
- (r,O) - L- h h(r,B) - (r,O) (5) 
h=O 
where the two-dimensional representation is defined in coordinates of the amplitude r ancl 
direction 0 of eye movement. The function [x]+ indicates (.hat the value of M(r,e) is set to 0 
if it is negative. 
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Functions Wh(r,O) and r(,,B) represent the gradient of weights and thresholds, respectively. 
The weights reflect the path strength between each of the elements, h, in the difference vector 
to each position, (r, 0), in the two-dimensional representation: 
(6) 
'I'he thresholds detennine the level above which a signal is permitted to generate activity 
and arc a function of the amplitude, r, of the eye movement: 
r 0 T •) (r,B) = .tiT'"· (7) 
Evidence for similar gradients to the superior colliculus have been reported by ;;ever a.! authors 
(Gra.ybiel, 1978; Jayara.rna.n, Batton, and Carpenter, 1977; Huerta and Harting, 1986). 
'l'hc two-dirnensional activity is norrnaJiy,ed to produce a. single peak of activity: 
,· _ JY[(r,B) 
\'( 0) ··-
" r, - nra.x(M(,,e)l. (8) 
Equation (8) a.pproximates the action of a recurrent on-center, off-surround network (Gross-
berg, 197:l; 1982). Since the following simulations consider only horiy,ontal eye movement;;, 
the value of 0 was set to l. T'herefore, the subscript (r, 0) is replaced by the sub;;cript i in 
the following equations. 
Spreading Wave Layer 
Since the spatial representation of the planned target is aligned with that of the reactive 
target, the two signals can be combined at the)'-" cell in the spreading wave layer to produce 
a change in the cell's activity via a membrane, or shunting, equation (Grossberg, 197:l). The 
s.p.reading wave cell a.ctiv. itics, _s;,_ can be clasc;ified ir.1to two different l).'pm: l_ixa.t.ion cells and 
buildup cdl;;. Since these cells !lave different inputs, they will be treated separately. 
'l'hc buildup cells, s1 where l < j < N, cornbine excitatory input, X;, reflecting the 
planned target input and excitatory input, I\, from the peak decay cell layer. 'I'he inputs X; 
are rnultiplicd, or gated, by transmitter weights Z;1 that habituate in an ac:tivity-clcpcndent 
fashion. In addition, the buildup cells arc inhibited by MRF input, m,(I:;S1), fixation cell 
input, S1, and substantia nigra input, Ns (Cohen and Hiittncr-Enncver, HJ84; Sparks and 
Hartwich Young, 1989). T'he following equation defines the change in activity of cells at the 
buildup layer: 
Spreading wave (buildup cells): 
(9) 
where: 
Habituative intermodal path strength: 
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PD signal function: 
g(:r) = 0.035x0·65 
Spread of input from PD to SW: 
MRF input: 
SNr input: 
where 
N { l '!' "N S' 0 m(LS';)=. IL.i>I.i> 
.i>l 0 otherwise 
dN~ !It= (1- N8 )- (1 + Ns)Is(t), 
f ·(l) = { 1.175 5 0.0 
if (fixation point ofF c; t) 
otherwise 
Feedback signal function: 
c(:r) = [:r- 0.035]+ 
Surround weight: 
H . = cO.o2(k-.i)2 k-j . . 
In greater detail, (9) says that excitatory input to this layer is provided from the planned 
target spatial map 22:j~ 1 Zi.iXi, the peak decay la.yer 1 Lkg(P~cGk-.i), and recmrcnt feed· 
back '10c(S'i ). When the target is turned on, the planned target input excites a region at the 
spreading \va.ve layer with maximum activity corresponding to the initial gaze motor error. 
'l'he pla.nned input to this layer remains even after the target is turned ofF or the eye begins 
to move. The peak decay layer is designee! so tba.t only one cell in the sum 4 Lkg(PkGk-i) 
is positive at any time. Activity of each peak decay cell excites the corresponding spreadir1g 
wave cell via a sigmoid function and a Gaussian function. T'he peak decay input reaches sev·· 
era! neighboring cells at the spreading wave layer with a Gaussian spread of <tctivity. All of 
thi0 peak decay input excites the spreading wave cells via. a c;igmoid function. An excitatory 
term c(S.i) incorporates on-center feedback using a nonlinear signal function. 
Inhibitory input 110rn(2:j';, 1 81 ) to this layer is also provided from the MRF, the fixation 
cell 0.881 of the spreading wave l<tycr, and the substantia nigra 50Ns as in the peak decay 
layt)r. The MRF inhibits the entire buildup wave layer at a constant level if there is any 
activity a.t the buildup cells. The SNr inhibition is applied equally to all of the spreading wave 
cells in the path of the wave. In addition, term l:c(Sk)Hk-.i reflects that the off-surround 
inhibition is distancc-clependent and is weighted by a Gaussian function Ih-r 
The fixation cells, S.i where j = 1, cornbinc excitatory input, F, reflecting fixation input 
and weighted excitatory input 22:j~ 1 Xu X; frorn the spatial error map. In addition, the 
fixation cello arc inhibited by orientation cell input Hll:j\1 SJ.i, and peak decay cell input 
102:{'>
1 
1'1 .. T'he orientation cell inhibition is di;;tance-dcpcndent. The following equation 
defines the change in activity of fixation cells at. the buildup layer: 
Spreading wave (fixation cells): 
( 1 0) 
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where: 
Fixation input: 
SW buildup input kernel: 
Intermodal Map Learning 
if eye is fixated 
otherwise 
In order for the multimodal and planned pathways to gain access to the visually reactive 
pathway, the different coordinate systems of these pathways are adaptively aligned through 
associative learning. This learning process needs to be stable through time despite the 
possible interference from multiple sensory cues. In addition, the eye movement calibration 
learned by the visually reactive pathway at the cerebellar ada.ptive gain stage needs to be 
maintained after multirnodallearning. 
Multimodal and planned signals are relayed to the SW layer where they compete for 
attention with visually reactive sacca.des via the recurrent on-center off-surround interactions 
in (9). Learning occurs between the rnotor error map of each multimoda.l and planned input 
source and the SW layer. After the learning process begins, it is sta.bilized by the congruence 
of saccade commands from multimoda.l and vi;;ually reactive pathways: If rnultirnocla.l and 
visually reactive positions agree, then learning reinforces the current rnap alignment. If the 
commands disagree, then both learning and the di;;tracting saccade target arc suppreosccl by 
their mismatch. 
The equations for one such learned map are shown below. Each rnap is determined by 
the same mechanisms, but. can use its own motor difference vector to rna.p into the SW layer. 
Learning proceeds according to the following associative learning rule, which is often callccl 
the outstar learning rule (Gros;;bcrg, 1968, 1969): 
where 
a.ncl 
dz;; (v)[·(I'C' ) J ~!·t'- =ern /c; p . k ., k-j - ZJj ( . . 
( ' . - ,-0.115(k-j) 2 
'k-.J ·- c ' 
p(:r) = U; 
if:c:;:l 
otherwise 
if :r::: 0.8 
otherwise 
(11) 
Variable ·'i.J in ( ll) defines the ;;trengt.h of the learned connection bet ween the ]lh cell in the 
mult,irnoclal map, whose activity is X;, and the J'" cell of the SW laver. 'I'he k1" cell in the 
PD layer, Pb acts as a teaching signal and is input to the S'vV layer using a Gaussian spread, 
C:k-i· The adaptive weights z,.i all start ont with the same value. When X; is sufficiently 
active, n.()(;) > 0 in (L 1 ), so lcaming c:ornmcnces. Term n.( X,) > 0 hereby gates learning on 
and off. When n(X;) > 0, the adaptive weight tracks the teaching signal p(P;.Ok-j)· Such 
tracking behavior is ca.llcclsl.ecpcst descent. 'fhus the outstar learning rule is a. gated steepest 
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descent law. In particular, whenever the intermodal and visually reactive target agree, both 
n(Xi) and p(PkGk-.i) are positive and the weight zi.i converges toward the PD activity Pk 
that is projected to site j in the SW layer. The weights zi.i are bounded because the PD 
layer input, Pk> is bounded by 1.2, the upper bound of the excitatory term in equation 
( 1). Learning continues until the intermodal target input becomes aligned with the visually 
reactive PD that projects to the SW. 'I'he learning rate et = 0.5 in (11). 
Learning is sped up and rendered more robust when the intennodal spatial map can 
sample neighboring locations in the SW layer. As described above, the excitatory input 
from the PD layer to the SW layer shows a Gaussian fall-oJT. In addition, the PTS shift 
map input is active over a. broad region. The spatial distribution of the predictive and PD 
inputs enables learning to interpolate across several ma.p locations. As a. result, distributed 
learning of the entire map can occur using only a. small set of sampled positions. 
'J'hree conditions cooperate to achieve stable learning. First, only one visually reactive 
ta.rget is active at the PD layer dming learning. Second, the ga.ze motor error vector remains 
fixed during the beginning of the target presentation. 'fhis period is when most of tbe 
learning occurs. 'I'hird, the learning rate parameter et is small so that spurious learning is 
cornpensated by statistically reliable correlations. 
11 
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